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Abstract

In place of a unitary international bill of rights, there are two international covenants. This
has given rise to the misleading impression that some rights may be less important than other
rights and that certain rights are justiciable while others are statements of political principle.
This paper tries to respond to the critics of socio-economic rights by (re)-addressing the
concerns raised and re-asserting the indivisibility and inter-dependence of human rights
across regions and societies. Specifically, this paper addresses issues of justiciability, lack of
minimum standards, resource constraint, monitoring and implementation.

Introduction

The 20th Century can be referred to as the ‘century of human right’² going by the huge
number of international human rights instruments developed during this period. Ironically,
the same period was, characterised by the most heinous human rights abuses that reached the
peak during the Second World War in 1945, consequently resulting into the establishment of
new international human rights instruments³. Key among these was the charter establishing
the UN in 1945 and the UDHR in 1948.

However, the negotiation on human rights instruments, which seemed to have picked
momentum in 1945 was continuously slowed down by ideological difference on what
exactly human rights doctrines should encompass⁴. The soviet Union, together with
developing countries strongly vouched for the socio-economic rights while the Western
countries, were pre-occupied with the civil and political rights⁵. It’s these conflicts that led to
the development of two human rights charters, one on civil and political rights and the other
on socio-economic rights. However, whereas there seems to be some consensus on the Civil
and political rights, disagreement exist on whether Social economic rights are ‘real rights’ or
whether they are merely aspirations or statement of principle⁶. This paper starts by examining
the philosophical foundation of rights before seeking to reposition socio-economic rights as
‘rights proper’
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What are human rights?

The definitions of what human rights are perhaps as varied as the number of scholars who engage with the human rights discourse. On one hand, some scholars regard human rights as fundamental entitlements that one should be guaranteed as a human being. This school of thought proceeds from the standpoint that human rights are natural and that an individual is born with them; they are not given. They argue that human rights precede law, and must thus be distinguished from legal rights, which stem from legal statutes.

However, on the other hand, there are those who view human rights as basic rights that must be guaranteed by governments in order to meet a minimum standard of moral legitimacy. Supporters of this view note that rights are requirements for citizens to develop and exercise their autonomy. This conception of rights however implies that rights are given, something that is highly disputable, because human rights are natural rights. Upendra Baxi on the other hand insists that if one proceeds on the premise that something is his human right, he immediately creates a notion of there being someone with an obligation to grant that right. In other words all rights must be characterised by corresponding obligation, thus further problematizing the notion of rights being natural.

However, to navigate through the complex definitional barrier of human rights, I will take a more philosophical approach by focusing on the key principles that underpin human rights. These are survival, dignity, equality, and freedom. I will thus define human rights as the necessities that human beings are entitled to so as to live a life of dignity, freedom, and equality. I proceed from the natural law perspective that these requirements are entitlements by virtue of being human and are thus not given nor can they be taken away.

Are socio-economic rights ‘real Rights’?

The convention on socio-economic rights, lists right to work, education and health, among others as human rights and proceeds to note that these rights may not be realised at once but can be achieved progressively by governments with the possible help of the international community. Critics however brand these rights as statement of aspirations because they don’t identify duty holders. O’Neill, one of the critics, argues that though rights need to be
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institutionalised to make sense, attaching the obligation for socio-economic rights on the international community isn’t reasonable because there is nothing that connects international community to the individual\textsuperscript{15}. Clair, in an apparent response, points out that the obligation lies with a specific agent for each specific right (either within or without the state)\textsuperscript{16}, something heavily dismissed by O’Neill who insists that even if there was a possibility to identify a duty bearer, it would be impossible to justify the obligation\textsuperscript{17}. I however note that because socio-economic rights lie at the foundation of human well-being and may be a prerequisite for the enjoyment of civil and political rights, regarding them as mere statement of aspirations negates their very necessity in human existence\textsuperscript{18}. In addressing these rights, we need to transcend national boundaries and view humanity as a single community with an obligation towards each other\textsuperscript{19}. This would then tie obligation to capacity so that the part of humanity with the capacity will be considered to owe more obligation with regard to these rights. The justification for this (as demanded by Oneil), would be that lack of these rights emanate from the failure of the distributive, and redistributive global systems to guarantee the welfare of everybody, therefore providing loopholes through which inequality in the attainment of these rights by different regions develop\textsuperscript{20}. Areas that have thus benefited the most from this system thus bear the greatest responsibility.

Moreover, if the argument advanced by the advocates of civil rights that rights are a necessity for human beings to live in dignity and freedom is anything to go by, then clearly its very fundamental for human beings to be guaranteed socio-economic rights\textsuperscript{21} because lack of food, shelter and a housing are just as indignifying as the absence of civil liberties.\textsuperscript{22} Pursuing this line of thought, Sen argues that the failure to attain adequate levels of education reduces ones choices in life, therefore compromising his freedom which is required by the individual as a condition for the process of development\textsuperscript{23}. Freedom here implies the opportunity to use the power which one possesses (in this case education), to achieve his individual goals and influence his destiny. Clair, refers to socio-economic needs as positive liberties and argues that its very necessary for a human being to possess them as they enables him to secure whatever he needs for his life’s fulfilment\textsuperscript{24}. Thus the foundation of the power and freedom
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.lie in the attainment of positive liberties. In other words whereas it’s an individual’s freedom to choose the type of employment she wants, this choice is fully dependent on her level of education. Lack of enough education therefore compromises her freedom of choice in relation to work. In the contemporary world lack of education also limits (both absolutely and comparatively), people’s abilities to participate fully and effectively in the political and economic life of their country.

Another criticism that has been advanced against the recognition of socio-economic rights as ‘proper rights’ is the issue of feasibility. According to critics, it doesn’t make sense to label something a right if it is not realizable. Such critics further argue that due to resource constrains that characterize developing countries, it is practically impossible for them to realize these rights unlike civil and political rights which don’t require much resources but simply expects the state to abstain from interfering with the individual. These critics however ignore many contentious issues such as:

(a) That even civil and political rights need resources for their realization. Take the example of the right to fair trial. It requires the government to establish and maintain a vibrant judiciary capable of dispensing justice and in some instances may even require legal and institutional reforms which need massive resources to be realised. The same applies to democracy and representation in parliament which requires massive allocation of resources to the legislative arms of government as well as comprehensive voter education. The view, that civil and political rights require no or less resources is therefore not absolutely correct.

(b) The very nature of human rights, doesn’t tie them to resources because rights are fundamental entitlements arising out of the very identity as a human being and precede the state as an allocator of resources. Thus by asserting certain rights such as the right to health, the claimant isn’t calling for a sudden allocation of resources to his health needs, rather this is a call for recognition of this right. Once there is recognition, the question of resources then arise. On this I concur with those who argue that this call doesn’t necessarily restrict action to the state, but to anyone anywhere with the means to act. This boils down to a general critic that has been advanced on the entire human rights regime, that is; the misconception of the state as the sole provider of right. This misconception separates human rights from their socio-cultural context. Rights are often realized in day to day life experiences, which is often outside the state context. In other words, there are myriad of players at the domestic level
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who contribute to upholding or violation of human rights. By attaching responsibility only to the state, we run the risk of ignoring other major human rights violators and guarantors.  

The Covenant on socio-economic rights requires the state to ‘recognize certain rights’ and to ‘take measures’ towards their realization. This call doesn’t necessarily tie the state to allocating resources, rather it implies that the state should first recognize these as rights, then provide a suitable environment for their realization. Once this is done, other internal and external players can then intervene towards the realization of these rights. This doesn’t necessarily mean that the state is free from directly promoting these rights, rather implies that the state isn’t the sole provider and that there are other players, in the socio-economic rights regime. Moreover, unlike civil and political rights which require comparatively lesser time to be realised, socio-economic rights are only realizable progressively. Furthermore, whereas resources can be limited at the national level the question of resources at the international level doesn’t arise, because there is certainly enough resources that can contribute meaningfully to the realization of these rights. Finally, as noted by Nickel, deciding whether to embrace social rights isn’t really a matter of deciding whether to bear the burden or not. Rather, it is deciding whether to continue reliance on a system of informal provision that distributes assistance in a very spotty way, and whose cost falls unevenly on families. This is because in jurisdictions where social rights are not provided or recognised by the government, families and friends still provide them.

Another controversial issue is justiciability. Sceptics argue that due to lack of a clear duty bearer, it would be impossible for an individual to move to court to have these rights enforced. However, it is important to note that states such as South Africa and Germany, have in the recent past, inculcated some socio-economic rights within their constitutions. This thus makes it possible for individuals to move to court to claim these rights. Sen while dismissing justiciability as a basis for rejecting socio-economic rights, argue that human rights are more than legal rights, that they have a broader moral content that go beyond the law. Thus though some rights may be unrealised or hard to implement, they still remain rights, due to their high moral foundation. Other critics of socio-economic rights argue that they are injusticiable because they are essentially issues of resource distribution and redistribution that lie in the domain of politics since it’s the political system which determines the amount of resources allocated to an individual and not the courts.
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instance in a poor country like Mali, it would be unrealistic for one individual to move to court to demand his right to health, because the allocation of resources to an individual’s health needs is done by the government and is not a court issue, unless a clear discrimination exist. However I note that the difference lie in the methods of attaining the two sets of rights, rather than in the rights themselves because socio-economic rights can be realised within group contexts. Thus construction and equipping of schools or hospitals, and providing for a suitable environment towards recognition of worker’s rights, serve to guarantee individual rights, but within groups, whereas political rights only target individuals.

Other critics argue that because there is no universally agreed standard of what minimum health, education or nutrition is, and that the available data is still contested by scientists, considering these rights as legal rights in court would raise the issue of interpretation. Moreover, since each country has its own standard of what basic health and education is, allowing country-specific standards to be used would result into relativism, which has hugely been opposed by most advocates of the civil rights. These critics ignore the fact that difference in interpretation and lack of minimum standards isn’t only unique to socio-economic rights. Even in the civil and political rights, freedom of information, torture and speech have all been subjects of contestations. Thus even in the united states, which is considered as a bastion of civil rights, there are increasing allegations that its standards relating to the right to information have been compromised by the war on terror, with a lot of information being labelled as classified by the government. Thus if civil and political rights are accepted amid contestations in interpretation, then the same should apply to the socioeconomic rights. Moreover as Sen notes, rights must be justified based not only on their just procedure but also on their good outcome. Thus the right to health can be justified based on its outcome: the capability to promote proper functioning of the human being. Contrasting this with libertarian rights, Sen argues that Libertarian rights can be justified based on their just procedure but not always on their good outcome unlike socio-economic rights.

In examining the threshold of what should be considered as human rights, Nickel argues that such an examination should analyse whether the norm:
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'... ensures that people can have minimally good lives, whether it has high priority, and whether it can be supported by strong reasons that make plausible its universality and high priority.'

Looked at from this standpoint, it can be argued that socio-economic rights are not mere statements of principle but are indeed real rights because their attainment would enable people to have good lives and should thus be a high priority area, with the underlying principle that the whole existence of humanity can be compromised by the failure of the global and national systems to at least partly guarantee these rights. Moreover, socio-economic rights reflect universal needs, such as the need for education and food.

It can also be argued that socio-economic rights are indeed implicit in the civil and political rights. Thus the right to own property presupposes that an individual already has the property for which he wants a right to own. Interestingly, this is never addressed by the advocates of civil and political rights. How can you address the right to own property while not focusing on the individual’s capability to acquire it? Assuming that the individual has right to property but has neither property nor capability to acquire it, will this right make sense to him? Isn’t the capability to own property (which is definitely within the realm of socio-economic rights) implicit in the right to own it? Supposing we take the counter argument that, an individual can have the right to own property even if he doesn’t have the property, Doesn’t this therefore compel us to also agree that an individual can have the right to education even if it’s feasibly impossible for him to attain it owing to the country’s socio-economic status? Moreover the right to own property is only achieved upon adulthood yet for one to be an adult, he needs immunization food and other forms of care which when denied, would compromise his development or in extreme cases, his very existence in which case the individual may never mature to ever realize his right to own property. Another example is freedom from torture. Supporters of civil and political rights exalt the significance and universality of this right on grounds that everybody should be free from induced pain and that pain is universal. But this argument fails the test of what Nickel calls “robust justification”. This is because, it assumes that torture results only from physical pain inflicted by the state, state agent or a human being. However, looked at more objectively, torture can be caused by several factors including extreme environmental conditions, diseases or hunger. To label physical torture as a violation of human rights while ignoring torture from hunger and disease, is ‘a form of unequal treatment of rights, a violation of the principles of equality’. The same applies to the right to health. What’s the justification for citing human rights violation when life is lost due to ethnic persecution but ignore loss of life.

---
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due to poor health? The South African Constitutional Court, in a broad conception of the right to life correctly argues that:

‘The right to life isn’t a mere organic matter that the constitution cherishes, but the right to human life: the right to live as human beings, to be part of a broader community, to share in the experience of humanity… The right to life is more than existence, it’s the right to be treated as a human being’.

Viewed from this perspective, it can be argued that the right to life includes both the right to proper health and nutrition not only to ensure the person doesn’t die, but also to ensure he has a dignified living.

Another way to justify the importance of social rights is to show their importance for the full implementation of civil and political rights. Eliminating hunger and providing education to everyone promotes people’s abilities to know, use, and enjoy their liberties, due process rights, and rights of political participation. This is easiest to see in regard to education. Ignorance is a barrier to the realization of civil and political rights because uneducated people often do not know what rights they have and what they can do to utilize and or defend them. Education and a minimum income also make it easier for people to see the value of participating in the political process.

Conclusion

Conclusively, we can argue that the domain of human rights remain controversial, not because of any material difference between the philosophical and moral principles behind socio-economic and civil-political rights, but mainly due to ideological reasons. The fact that the rights discourse has been (and is still) influenced by western civilization, has led to huge emphasis on civil and political rights at the expense of socio-economic rights, though rights in their strict sense have their origin in all societies. However, the emergence of the welfare state, coupled with the global financial crisis is making western states to rethink their perspectives concerning the socio-economic rights. Finally as demonstrated by this paper, socio-economic rights are real rights, because the contestations raised against them do not successfully erase their inherent significance, both in promoting human well-being and also in the realization of all other rights.
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